
My artistic practice continually leads me
to explore and engage with the physical,
popular culture and the family. I approach
these themes through poetic arrangements
using song, performance, drawing, painting
and sculpture, which also functions as
costume. Humour and melancholy are integral
to this process.
The current series of large and medium
format paintings and drawings have a strong
reference to human movement, conscious and
unconscious. Created simultaneously with
both hands, they are shadows made flesh,
raising an objection to unilateral
domination. They can be seen as "massage
pictures" in the context of a new video
production in which I deal with spaces with
masculine connotations such as a car repair
shop and relaxation.



Care Without A Capital C centres around a
massage taking place in a professional car
repair shop.
The sound of the video underlines the sometimes
absurd tenderness that emerges from the
touching of bodies, both human and machine.
Repair and regeneration as central themes in
the work of the masseur and the mechanics
could, in their interweaving, offer a new
perspective on health and work. The plot itself
becomes a treatment that focuses on the almost
outmoded bodies of the car and the male back.

Care Without A Capital C, 2021
4K-video, sound, 9.28 min.
https://vimeo.com/655490614/fffe8d24f0

https://vimeo.com/655490614/fffe8d24f0


Care Without A Capital C (videostill)



Care Without A Capital C (videostill)



Care Without A Capital C (videostill)



Installation view Alles Mögliche,
Kunstverein Ludwigshafen

https://vimeo.com/user32261742


Tendo, 2021
Paint marker, acrylic, ink on canvas
85 x 60 cm (33.5 x 23.6 inch)



Dreifacher Erwärmer, 2021
Paint marker, acrylic, ink on canvas
85 x 60 cm (33.5 x 23.6 inch)



Installation view Alles Mögliche,
Kunstverein Ludwigshafen

https://vimeo.com/user32261742


Care Without A Capital C (detail)



Pusat's Dream is a wearable sculpture, inspired
by the guard dog Pusat. He belongs to a
traditional turkish breed of dog, the Kangal.
In the mountains of Anatolia these dogs protect
herds of sheep and goats from wolfs and bears.
In Neuwied Pusat is supposed to watch over the
former industrial area of Rasselstein, which is
now used by ASAS, a turkish aluminum producing
company. The young Kangal spends most of his
time waiting and sleeping.
The sculpture made of plastic mesh in the shape
of an oversized dog's head is both a bed and an
active place. My legs stick out of its mouth as
a red tongue. I move them joyfully when
visitors are near.

Pusat’s Dream, 2021
Polynet, latex stockings, cable ties
200 x 100 x 75 cm (78.7 x 39.4 x 29.5 inch)
Performace, long duration

https://vimeo.com/423733511


Installation view Werk!
Rasselstein Neuwied

https://vimeo.com/user32261742




Pusat’s Dream, (detail)

https://vimeo.com/423733511


To Give Mama A Job To Do, To Give Daddy A Job
To Do is the title of my first solo show in
Cologne. I invited my family to participate and
show their work amidst my own. My mother
Dorothea contributed two portraits of my father
Patrick. In one of them, Patrick Sans Tête, she
cut out his head as she deemed the painting not
well executed.
The sculpture by my sister Danae is called
Fishing, a giant condom that marginalizes the
idea of creating a family. The Dodos are a group
of sculptures that on one hand refer to the
extinct paradise bird and on the other hand to
my mothers nickname Dodo. The whole
installation is accompanied by a sound of
roaring cars that my father recorded as a young
man. Emerging from the screaming race track is
a siren song, that is as much seduction as it
is celebration of the fragile bond connecting
me to my father.
Long Distance Call.
A second installation consists of a slide show
of forty 3D rendered landscapes digitally
composed by him, D’Autres Mondes. They appear
otherwordly and abandoned. In front of this
projection I perform to the pulse of changing
slides, freezing motion and repeating the
sentence ‘to give daddy a job to do’ while the
wing of a Dodo obscures my body.
While setting up the exhibition I was
interested in dreams, disappointments,
estrangement and the unbroken desire to express
oneself.
The concept of an artist family navigates in
between fiction and reality. Is art just a mere
hobby that my family and I share to some degree
or is it connected to something more vivid and
existential such as family itself?

To Give Mama A Job To Do,
To Give Daddy A Job To Do, december 2019
Long distance call, 2019
Sound, 11.45 min
https://vimeo.com/458117757

https://vimeo.com/458117757
https://vimeo.com/user32261742


Dodo, 2019
Cardboard gesso, pigment, acrylic, ink,
steel screws, copper pipe, terracotta
120 x 90 x 60 cm (47.2 x 35.4 x 23.6 inch)



Fishing (Danae Hoffmann), 2019
Fabric, steelring
Dimensions variable

https://vimeo.com/user32261742


Installation view To Give Mama A Job To Do,
To Give Daddy A Job To Do,
Werthalle Cologne

https://vimeo.com/user32261742


Installation view To Give Mama A Job To Do,
To Give Daddy A Job To Do,
Werthalle Cologne

https://vimeo.com/user32261742


Dodo, 2019
Cardboard gesso, pigment, acrylic, ink,
steel screws, copper pipe, terracotta
160 x 140 x 90 cm (62.9 x 55.1 x 35.4 inch)



Dodo, 2019
Cardboard gesso, pigment, acrylic, ink,
steel screws, copper pipe, terracotta
160 x 90 x 60 cm (62.9 x 35.4 x 23.6 inch)



To Give Daddy A Job To Do, 2019
Performance, slide show, 7 min

https://vimeo.com/user32261742




Installation view To Give Mama A Job To Do,
To Give Daddy A Job To Do,
Werthalle Cologne

https://vimeo.com/user32261742


Big Mama is a sculpture based on the drawing
‘Roter Tänzer’ by Sophie Taeuber-Arp, a
significant artist in her own right, yet often
only depicted as the wife of Hans Arp.
The sculpture also served as a costume in a
performance at the Arp Museum Bahnhof
Rolandseck.
I was interested in intertwining the power to
give birth with the frequently dismissive
reception of a big female body, to create
something that is both armour and burden at the
same time. Confronting the rather recent
tradition of socalled ‘Fat Mama’ jokes proofed
to be another integral part of developing the
performance. I chose to recite more than one
hundred of these quips to anticipate and deflect
insult yet without questioning the humor some
of these might nevertheless possess, a practice
historically rather reserved for sharp tongued
male figures such as Cyrano De Bergerac or more
recently Eminem’s ‘Rabbit’ in 8 Mile.

Big Mama, 2018
Dyed fabric, styrofoam, radio microphone
Performance, 20 min

https://vimeo.com/556845506




Big Mama, (detail)

https://vimeo.com/556845506


Installation view It’s risky, it takes time,
it might last forever,
Arp Museum Bahnhof Rolandseck
Invited by Elmar Hermann and Olga Vostretsova

https://vimeo.com/user32261742


The 4tune is a two-channel videowork that shows
doubled layers of songs I wrote and performed
for a couple of shops in Cologne’s old town.
These shops, an indian supermarket, a beauty
salon, a violin maker as well as a music store
for underground electronic music, are located
in a very diverse area, closely tied to
carnivalistic traditions yet also heavily
shaped by three generations of former migrants.
The songwriting process was inspired by the
encounters with the shop owners and the
atmosphere of the surroundings. The resulting
odes struck me as a gift all parties received
without having asked for it.

The 4tune, 2016 / 2018
Full-HD-video, 9.17 min
Two-channel, loop
https://vimeo.com/423733511

https://vimeo.com/user32261742
https://vimeo.com/423733511
https://vimeo.com/423733511


Installation view Congratulations!
Kunstverein Speyer

https://vimeo.com/user32261742


The 4tune (detail)

https://vimeo.com/user32261742
https://vimeo.com/user32261742


The 4tune (videostill)

https://vimeo.com/user32261742
https://vimeo.com/user32261742


The 4tune (detail)

https://vimeo.com/user32261742
https://vimeo.com/user32261742
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